For more than 100 years, engineers, owners and contractors have depended on the quality and reliability of Foster® products. Since 1909, Foster® has earned a well-deserved reputation as a developer and supplier of high-quality adhesives, sealants and coatings for the industrial and commercial construction industries.

Foster® has a comprehensive accessory product line to serve the needs of the HVAC industry. From duct sealants to adhesives to closure mastics, we make the products that contractors and owners depend on to ensure a long-lasting, high-quality installation.
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Adhesives

Foster® 85-60™ Quick-Tack™ Adhesive (Tan)
- Use to adhere low density duct liner, duct wrap and fibrous glass insulation to the interior and exterior of HVAC ducts
- High tack, rapid-setting adhesive
- Meets ASTM C916 Type II (ASC-A-700A, Type II) requirements
- UL classified and meets NFPA-90A and 90B 25/50 requirements

Foster® 85-00™ Line-Fas™ Adhesive (Dries Clear)
- Designed for adhering fiber glass and mineral wool duct liner insulation to galvanized steel
- High volume spray and coil line operations
- Runs smoothly on spray head, roll coater or drip line equipment
- UL classified and meets NFPA-90A and 90B 25/50 requirements

Foster® 85-45™ Fos-Stick™ Adhesive (Dries Clear)
- Adheres a wide variety of insulation materials to metal or other construction surfaces where immediate adhesion and high initial adhesive strength are required
- Rapid tacking, web spray aerosol adhesive
- Meets California air resources board standard and green seal standards

Duct Sealants

Foster® 32-14™ High Velocity Duct Sealant (Gray)
- Solvent-based, fibrated sealant sets up quickly
- Strong, elastomeric compound for indoor applications
- Multi-purpose product for sealing all pressure class HVAC ducts and adhering duct fabrics and flexible tubing runouts to HVAC components

Foster® 32-17™ Safetee™ Duct Sealant (Gray)
- Fibrated formula provides a tough, flexible seal preventing air leakage
- Excellent weather resistance for indoor and outdoor applications
- Low water vapor permeance and good water resistance for high-humidity applications
- UL-181B-M listed and classified

Water-based formula

Foster® 85-62™ Jac-Tac™ Adhesive (Black) & 85-65™ Stic-Fas™ Adhesive (Gray)
- Adheres low density fibrous duct liner, duct wrap and acoustical linings in air handling systems
- Use for coil lines and conventional hand spray applications
- Resin and polymer adhesive for fast, wet grab
- Meets NFPA-90A, 90B 25/50 requirements

Foster® 85-60™ Quick-Tack™ Adhesive (Tan)
- Use to adhere low density duct liner, duct wrap and fibrous glass insulation to the interior and exterior of HVAC ducts
- High tack, rapid-setting adhesive
- Meets ASTM C916 Type II (ASC-A-700A, Type II) requirements
- UL classified and meets NFPA-90A and 90B 25/50 requirements

Foster® 81-10™ S.M. Adhesive (Green Color)
- Use for adhering duct liner and duct wrap to the inside or outside of HVAC duct work
- Solvent-based, fast tacking and fast drying adhesive
- UL classified and meets NFPA-90A and 90B 25/50 requirements

For more information visit fosterproducts.com, call 1-800-832-9002 or contact your Foster® sales representative.